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**Abstract:**

**Background:** Currently anatomy training and assessment is seriously disrupted in COVID-19 Pandemic lockdown. New challenges of anatomy curriculum and assessment method development are being attempted based upon resources, expertise and technical skills of educators. This study aims at creating a standard operation procedure (SOP) for conducting gross anatomy assessment, finding statistical relevance and discusses viewpoints of students reflected in feedback. **Materials and methods:** a retrospective cross sectional study was conducted on 250 first year students at GSVM Medical College Kanpur India. Students were briefed about SOP and were given choice to opt for either of three interview modalities of assessment tool [Viz. Telephonic Interview (GROUP T), Whatsapp© video call (GROUP W) and Zoom© meetings (GROUP Z)] and submit subjective feedbacks to assessor regarding new assessment format. The marks obtained as response distribution were subjected to descriptive statistics.

One way ANOVA was applied to test any difference in means at (P<0.05) followed by post-hoc pair wise test amongst groups corrected to Bonferroni adjusted alpha level of [P<0.0167] per test. **Results:** Among 97.2% respondent ANOVA test result pointed that the types of interview pattern preferred had no significant impact on obtained score [F (2,240) = 2.80, p = .062], post-hoc test further confirmed that there was no significant difference between groups. **Conclusion:** the assessor and students both need to evolve and adapt to paradigm changes. Student’s feedback will serve to tailor the assessment tool by refining validity, consistency, reliability and interaction dynamics of assessment designs. Alternative evidence based futuristic assessment methods exploration are call of the hour.
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in teaching and assessment styles. Students these days are devoid of face to face interaction vide administrative orders of lock-down. A viable option for the educator is assess gross anatomy through prosected specimens and short PBL questions through interactive telephonic or video call. A significant amount of students do not have robust internet access, high end smart phones and laptops besides being sufferer of problems of accommodation and fooding. Procrastination and reluctance to active learning has swept in current gloomy environment. Educators are under pressure of tight declining schedules and timely curriculum as a lot remain to done in current academic calendar. The entire erstwhile framework of study and assessment pattern is relentlessly compromised. Hence, educators need to devise a tailored approach for assessment of students. Unlike being directive and didactic previously, teachers must now accommodate students view on methods of assessment.

Aim of the study:
We aimed at deriving inferences of what is needed to be done at creating an assessment model based upon feasibility to conduct tests as per inputs provided by students as a standard operation procedure (SOP). Therefore, this study focuses on statistically comparing three different assessment methods [Viz. Telephonic Interview, Whatsapp video call (Whatsapp© Facebook Inc., Mountain View, CA) and Zoom meetings (Zoom Video Communications, Inc©. San Jose, CA)], with nearly identical questionnaire for interviewing. The goal is to analyze the effect of each mode, including pinpointing differences in the attitude profile of students. We need to see what can deliver representative results. The outcome of this study will help in making mode choices and in interpretation of results of assessment methods. So far we know, such comparisons associated with the quality and representativeness of academic human anatomy assessment modes is scarce in literature.

Material and methods:
After continual discussion for maintaining educational in background of current disruptions, peer faculties in the department decided to continue on with assessment to keep pace with rapidly depleting curriculum time in academic calendar. A consensus was drawn for methodology of assessment. The cardinal features of SOP for assessment were:-

- Each Anatomy Faculty in the department procured certain number of questions pertaining to examine the students from thus creating common pool of questionnaire. Random sets of questions from this questionnaire pool were mixed and grouped into six separate bundles, one for each examiner. The confidentiality of prepared question bundles was secured and was given to assessor only during assessment time.
- 10 questions were asked for 2marks each for a total of 20 marks.
- The questions were classified into:-
  - 2 straightforward questions for identification of structures in pre dissected specimens for those availing video calls/and for those attending telephonic call needed to define relations of structure as memory based factual questions.
  - 2 questions about vascular/ nerve supply of viscera/structure.
  - 2 questions about applied importance of a structure.
  - 2 questions about diagnosing the involvement of a structure in particular set of situations, as PBL.
  - 1 question for naming/identifying of one congenital anomaly of a particular viscera/structure as PBL.
  - 1 question for defining surface anatomy of a particular viscera/structure as PBL based on factual memory.
- The outline of assessment and scoring method was conveyed through a demonstration video created by the examiner to class representatives well in advance of assessment date. It was further ensured that it was circulated amongst every peer faculty and students.
- Date of assessment was announced 4 days prior to test after verification through class representative that each student has received information about briefings and priming for assessment. Students were advised to seek quiet place and focus at interview schedule. They were also conveyed to be ready for producing brief answer in time frame and not be explanatory unnecessarily. It was suggested to take a margin of time before and after interview as assessor will reach them.
- The duration of interactive session was fixed, and students were primed for allocating time for assessment.
- Now the students were left freely to choose interaction session through telephone calls, Whatsapp video call and Zoom meetings digital platform. The students were supposed to brief
their choice for modalities of assessment through class representative with 2 positive or negative reasons at least 2 days prior to scheduled assessment days.

• Through class representative contact numbers of all students was made available to the representative faculty. Subsequently, the list containing contact and choice of session was circulated amid faculties.

• Those favoring Zoom interactive platform, were given meeting schedule invitation ID beforehand. One day prior to assessment session every steps were cross checked. Faculties reached department beforehand and arranged specimens and necessary audiovisual settings. The administrative orders of lockdown and safe social distancing were followed throughout the session.

The interviews were all conducted on the same day during a decided allocated time slot. Time limits for response inputs were fixed through manual buzzer by examiner. The assessment was limited to 15 min of interaction of faculty per student regarding relevant topics.

The marks obtained by the students against roll number were recorded through pen/paper and the modality of assessment was written clearly by the assessor. Subsequently after completion of assessment, the marks obtained by three groups were constructed in the spreadsheet. Later those records were confidentially handed over to statistician for further analysis.

In order to test the effect of assessment modes in students, the inputs were categorized in three groups namely:-

• Students interviewed via Telephonic call (GROUP T)
• Students interviewed via Whatsapp Video call (GROUP W)
• Students interviewed via Zoom meeting platform (GROUP Z).

This study analyses statistical implications of test scores of students taking interview over either of three options. Response distribution was assessed by descriptive statistical analysis. One-way analysis of variance ANOVA was employed to test mean test scores difference between all groups, to accept/reject H1 (null: no overall mean test score differences exist between three groups). The threshold for statistical significance was set at (P<0.05). The obtained ANOVA test was subjected to post-hoc test for pair wise comparison of every group to find any statistical significant difference between mean test scores for each groups in relation to one another, to accept/ reject H2(null: no pair wise significant differences exists between mean test scores for each groups). We conducted two sample T-Test assuming equal variance for this purpose. To control for family wise error rate across post-hoc comparisons (3 tests in total), a Bonferroni adjusted alpha level of [P<0.05/3 =P<0.0167] per test was employed as a threshold for significance.¹² Box and whisker plots were constructed to evaluate the overall trends of performance. Statistical analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS (v. 20; IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY).

This retrospective cross sectional study was done on 250 students of First year in Anatomy Department of GSVM Medical College Kanpur after administrative orders of country wide lockdown owing to Pandemic. Voluntary non random sampling technique was used for the purpose owing to limitations of resources available with the students.¹³

RESULTS:
In total, 243 (out of a total eligible population of 250 students) completed the assessment, indicating a response rate of 97.2%. Respondents were least in GROUP T 96.74% (119/123), moderate in GROUP W 97.53 % (79/81) and maximum in GROUP Z 97.82 (45/46). Two students in GROUP T did not receive the call while other two had multiple disconnections and poor voice access during interview. Two students in GROUP W and one student in GROUP Z did not receive Whatsapp/ Zoom meeting call. These seven students were marked absent in the conducted interview.

The descriptive statistics associated with students test scores in three different groups are reported in Table 1. It can be seen that GROUP T had numerically smallest mean level with maximum SD (12.20±1.92) and GROUP W had numerically highest mean level with least SD (12.79±1.45).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Descriptive statistics for assessment scores in three different groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GROUP T</td>
<td>GROUP W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Observation</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>12.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation (SD)</td>
<td>±1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Prior to conducting the ANOVA, the assumption of normality was evaluated and determined to be satisfied as the three groups’ distribution were associated with skew and kurtosis less than $\pm 2.0$ and $\pm 9$, respectively. ANOVA test result pointed that the types of interview pattern preferred by the students for assessment of anatomy examination had no significant impact on obtained score $[F (2,240) = 2.80, p = .062]$. Furthermore to evaluate the nature of the differences between the three means further, the statistically non significant ANOVA was followed by three Pairwise independent sample t-test as a post-hoc verification with Bonferroni correction for significance level. Again there was no significant difference between groups. GROUP T vs. GROUP W ($P=0.02$), GROUP W vs. GROUP Z ($P=0.14$) and GROUP T vs. GROUP Z ($P=0.58$).

We are thus able to accept both hypothesis (H1 and H2).

### Discussion:

Based upon uncertainty in current scenario regarding regularization of academic session, we believed advantages of carrying interview rather than dropping assessment at present for future dates or extrapolate the marks obtained in previous assessment as generalization.$^{(15,16)}$ Inherently face to face interview has several strengths but is unfortunately impossible in current scenario.$^{2,3,8}$ e also wanted to survey the accomplishment and consistency in learning through ongoing audio-visuals classes in current disruption.$^{17}$ We, henceforth produce our observations based upon students viewpoints collected before and after the test through feedbacks.

- **Preparation of suitable questionnaire:** Preparing a pool of rational and communicative questionnaires takes consideration of variable responsiveness of students and obliteration of difficult explanatory questions. Questions tried to focus mainly on recollection of facts and its applicability. Framed questions were clearly structured and adaptable between selecting know/ don’t know responses. Objective nature of questions with short answer was preferred to curtail the unfair control of interaction context by either of investigator or respondents.$^{18}$ A common pool of questionnaire was necessary to rule concerns of validity, consistency and variations at the end of interviewer. Assessor so far had been didactic in approach in framing questions on the spot while subtly measuring the caliber of candidates. It is entirely new experience for assessor to confine strictly to pre-decided pool of questions. Gradual acquisitions of experience in creating and working on such collections of questionnaire are highly desired. In feedback our students expressed pleasant satisfaction over the fact that interrogation would be from common questionnaire only.

- **Preference for telephonic interview:** surprisingly this was most dominant mode ($n= 119/250$: 4 were excluded in the final study design as discussed) chosen by students. Our observations obtained from feedbacks were:-
  - Familiarity of internet usage is distorted by age, gender and computer awareness.
  - We anticipated it to be most criticized method, but were taken by surprise by looking overwhelming response.
  - Easiest modality with random digital dialing suitable enough over all geographical areas was a reasonable determinant. In terms of accessibility,
nothing can beat the lowly but omnipresent telephone.

- Issue of reluctance of students for coming face to face to avoid interviewer bias in assessment of confidence.
- Interestingly, the numbers of missed questions per students per session was highest in this group.
- Few students in far flung geographical areas wished they could have fluent internet access and would have preferred other modalities. They admitted their inability to use catches in fine visual help provided by assessor was totally missing in telephonic interview. Many systematically ignore taking parts in telephone assessment for unknown reasons.
- The only input examiner receives is voice. Expressions and body language, produces a prejudice. The candidate is entitled to project confidence, knowledge and overall fit using voice only, thus creating limitations.

- Preference for Whatsapp video call interview: this was the second most preferred mode (n= 79/250: 2 were excluded in the final study design as discussed) after telephonic calls. The feedback for choosing this mode reflected:-
  - Students didn’t want to be left out as less smart when it comes face to face virtual interactive session.
  - Students are convinced of displaying better responses, when eye contact is established.
  - Whatsapp video call is an easy familiar technological platform and is ubiquitous for the group of students.
  - A lot of students were not versed in exploring technicalities of cumbersome laptop based zoom meeting session and hence, preferred video call through whatsapp. These students purposefully denied Zoom platform meetings for problem pertaining to voice quality, video and basic connectivity which could pop up without warning, forcing to troubleshoot on technical problems rather than focus on assessment interview.
  - Students didn’t want to miss the opportunity of being able to be observed visually and create a short of interviewer bias.
  - An internet access limitation in this group was not a major issue owing to urban background.

- Preference for Zoom platform meetings: relatively few students preferred this method (n= 45/250: 1 was excluded in the final study design as discussed). Our observations as per feedback were:
  - They were heavy internet users registered on web platforms and have access to high speed internet and laptops.
  - Typically these respondents expressed more discomfort about discussing topics over telephone then face to face.
  - Also, this group had least numbers of missed questions per students per session.
  - Interestingly, majority of students were in formal laboratory dresses; maybe they wanted to project voice and ideas.
  - Non verbal cues in interaction were bright and better among three groups.

- Issues in assessment: Assessment works upon integration of dialogue and opinion exchanges. Classically viva voce had been modality for evaluation in educational objectives acquired during self learning and training according to recommended curriculum. Selection of assessment instrument must be congruent with students liking in changing scenario. No single assessment instrument is better overall as golden format, but we need to respect the core idea of near congruence with erstwhile time honored methodologies. We are yet to discover blueprints in changing scenario through a long term cohort. Since, the assessment was too objective, we missed out inclusion of demonstrative capabilities of all students. Assessment motivates students by group dynamics, enthusiasm of teachers. A positive outlook for assessment is expected of medical students and young doctors. The additional noteworthy aspects of nontraditional discipline-independent skills (NTDIS) through their interaction are.
  - Presentation skills
  - Oral communication skills
  - Professional development skills
  - IT competency skills
  - Motivation to accept changes in pattern in line with the future.

Conclusion:
We should not only investigate context based vs. content based knowledge of students, but also need to analyze the effectiveness of these modes. This study outline cross sectional study and compare the results of the analysis, highlighting the difference between selected modes. On a long term basis, we also need to test the three modes of assessment in terms of sensitive questions collected as feedback. However
advance technology might get, a complete simulation of conventional in-person interview in its full blown multisensory splendor is not achievable. The students and assessor are no doubt denied the interaction dynamics in seriousness of learning process. We need to see and maintain all assessment must be handled in the same way, have similar difficulties without distinction of any particular merit of examiner or students.\textsuperscript{20} We need to further quantify reasons, explore evidences and convictions for approval of alternative promising futuristic assessment methods. In the background of inconclusive findings, it is fairly difficult for instructor to predict conclusively the benefit of either of three methods. Finally, in the conclusion, we give an overview of most important findings and discuss implications of further research. Further research can help instructor learn potential ways to tailor new variants of assessment methods.

**Limitation of study**
There were blind spots in interaction in all modes. Owing to variable factors, participants was not arbitrarily assigned to particular modality of assessment conditions, we were left with non-random generated sample data thus missing out the opportunity of randomization. Students were left freely to choose between three modalities of interview depending upon individual choices. The breadth of study is fairly limited being Cross-sectional and single-centric. Variable confounding entities ignored in performance during assessment might influence the outcomes. The involvement of nefarious cheating methods in particularly in telephonic interview, although minimized by time limitation of interviews, cannot be altogether denied.
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**Scope of further research and disclaimer**
- The trends in changes of assessment method need to be evaluated in multicentre cohort
- Another limitation of the present study is that the selected types of validity, consistency and reliability of the questionnaire prepared for new methods of assessment should be analyzed. The authors are working on preparing the analysis following which instructors might be able to begin to address these related issues to help students in academic settings.
- We also need descriptive analysis of structured feedback collected through student’s responses for anonymous questionnaires regarding new format of assessment. Authors are involved in additional explorations into the facts and data.
- *The constructed manuscript bears no conflicting interest amongst authors. Authorship priorities had been duly acknowledged. No financial implications were involved.*
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